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0. htmduction md preliminaries 

TMs paper was initiated by considering Michael Barr’s conjecture that commu- 
tative regular rings form the equational completion of (i.e., are the result of ap- 
plying structure semantics (see [S] and [6)) to) the category of products of fields 
and ring homomorphisms. This is shown to be true and also that strongly regular ) 

rings form the equational completion of products of skew fields. In the process we 
fmd a canonical way of representing a strongly regular ring with unit as an equalizer 
of maps between products of skew fields, A close took at this representation shows 
that strongly regular rings with unit are coalgebras under the category % of products 
of fields and ‘*coordinated’* unitary ring homomorphisms. The proof shows that the 
category of sheaves of skew fields over compact Hausdorff spaces is cotripleable 
under #: . Incidentally, CK is tripleable over sets, see [ 51. The Appeigate-Tiemey 
iterated cotriple construction (see Cl]) starting with the left adjoint of the forgetful 
functor from 3c to Rings arrives at strongly regular rings with unit after two stages. 

The last two sections of this paper contain some somments about equational 
completions and describe the free regular ring generated by a given ring (in the com- 
mutative case). 

0.1.7'erminology and preliminary rmarks 
(i) In any ring R, we define s to be the semi-inverse of r if p = r2s, s = s% and 

ES =: sr. It is easily shown (see [S]) that semi-inverses are unique and preserved by 
homomorphisms. We use F to denote the semi-inverse of R Occassionally, for a 
longer expression such as 1 - x we use (1 - x)- to denote the semi-inverse. 

(2) The word ideal means two-sided ideal. However, for strongly rf,gular rings 
every left or right ideal is two-sided. 

(3) The word map means “morphism in the appropriate category”. 
(4) In a topological space a subset is &JMPZ if it is both closed and open. It is 

well known that a compact Hausdorff space is totally disconnected iff it has 
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of clopen sets. Also, the quotient of a compact Hausdorff space by the relation of 
“being in the same component” is Hausdorff and totalIy disconnected. 

(5) A ring R is srr~ngrV rc)gulrrr iff for every a E R there exists an x with a = a?~. 
This and other characterizations are given in [2]. Some known properties of stronBlfy 
regular rings are listed below and for convenience a proof is sketched. 

0.2. Proposition. If R is a strongly regular ring, then: 
(1) every nilpotent is 0; 
(2)ab = 0 iff bd = 0; 
(3) every idemputent is central; 
(4) if a = ah, then ax = xa is idempotent; 
( 5) every e&me?8 t has a semi-inverse; 
(6) R is embeddable in a product of skew fields. 

&mf. (1) Ifa =a%, thena +%n for all n. 
(2) If ab = 0, then (baj2 = 0. 
(3) Let e2 = e. Then (exe - exje = 0, so e(exs - exj = 0 or exe = exe SimiJarty 

exe = x. 
(4) aqx - xax) = 0, so (x - xaxja 2=O~soxa(a-xa2)=0,so(a-xa2)xa=0 

oraxa =xa2,so(ax - xa)a=Oora(ax-xa)=Oora=axa=xa2.Soax=xa2X?..a. 
(5) Let a = a2x. Then x2a is the semi-inverse of o. 
(6) Given a E R, f d m a maximal ideal not containing ti. cf 

0.3. Cordtary. a714 strongly regular tir~p ate aI&braic over sets. The notions of prime 
idpal, primitive ideal, maximal ideal, atid maxim4 left (or right) ideal coincide fot such 
Mgs. Moteover, every left ot right ideal is twesided. 

1. Canonical representation with limit maps 

1 .I b Notation and construction. In what follows, R denotes a strongly regular ring 
with unit. We Jet {MX I x E A’) be a one-to-one indexing of the maximal ideals of R. 
For each I E R we let 

Z(r)= {xEXlrEMJ, cJr)=X>Z(r). 

(‘IYe think of z(r) and arj as the “zero-set” and “cozero-set” oft.) The family 
{Z(r) i I E. R) is a base for the closed sets of the spec topology on X Since 
C(r) = Z( 1 - r7) and Z(r) = C( 1 - r;7), we see that {Z(r)) is a ciopen bw. Also, the 
spec topology is compact, Hausdorff and totally disconnected. [We write X = spec R 
even if R is not commutative.] 

For each x E A’, let KX = R/M” and let qX : R +K, be the quotient map. We de- 
fine RR) to be I@& ! x E X}. In the obvious way we identify R as a subring of p(R). 
That is, if px : P(R) -+ Kx is the projection map, then px iR = qx. 
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Incidentally, Pcan obviously be regarded as a functor on the category 32 of 
strongly regular rings with unit. To see this, let t : R + S be in %, and let 
(Mx I x E X) be the maximal ideals of R and let {N,, 1 y E Y} be those of S. For 
each y E Y, note that ‘-‘(A$) is a prime, hence (by 0.3) maximal, ideal of R, so 
‘I’(A$) =M” for a,unique x. Let ty : R/M’ + s/N, be the induced map. Then 
fir) : p(R) -*PCs) is defined so that p#t) = typX. 

If’fEflR), then Z(f) = (x i pxf = 0). Clear& this extends the Z(r) notation for 
r E R. However, iff$ R, then Z(f) need not be open or closed. ccf) is the com- 
plement of Z( f). 

We let OX denote the set of ultrafilters on X [Thus OX can be regarded as the 
Stone-&zh compactif?cation of X when X is given the discrete topology.1 For 
each U E fix we define 

M, = If =W 1 Z(f) E US, K, = P(R)/Mu . 

Let qu : P(R) + Ku be the quotient map. Clearly we have 

+(R,= il{Ktrf LE@X). 

We let pu : P2(R) *Ku be the projection. 
We do rtcrt identify P(R) as a subring of PqR) but rather let Q : pIR) + PZR) be 

the canonical injection (i.e., for which pun = qu for all U E px). 
There is another “reasonable” map from p(R) to P2(R). For each U E OX, note 

that MU n R is a maximal ideal of R. It is readily seen that Mu n R = M,, where 
x = lim W in the spec topology. By the fust &morphism theorem there exists a 
map XU : Kx + Ku for which XuqX = qv IR We let X : p(R) +tb2(R) be defined by 
the equations pcsA = X,p, (where x = lim 0). The maps {A,) are called the limit 
maps for R. 

1.2. Comment. As shown in the next section, P can be regarded as the left adjoint 
to an appropriate forgetful functar. Therefore P can be thought of as part of a triple 
on the category of strongly regular rings with unit. In this context, p and X would 
be denoted by VQ, and P(Q), respectively. . 

1.3. Theorem. R is the equalizer of q and X, That is, for f E P(R) we haue f E R iff 
n(f) = h(f) iff qcJ( f) = X,P,( f) for all U E QX (in the last equation it is implicit 
that x = lim U in otder fw the composition X,P, to make sense). 

Roof. We define f E P(R) to be continuous if’qv( f) = XuP,( f) fat all U E OX (it 
is understood that x must be lim U in this kirid of equation). Clearly every t E R is 
continuous and we must prove the converse, viz. that every continuous f is in R. 
We proceed by a series of lemmas. (The term continuous can be given a topological 
context, see Remark 1.9.) 

1.4. Lemma. If f is continuous, then Z(f) is a closed subset of A’. 
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Roof. Choose y in the closure of Z(f). This means that there exists UE /.?X with 
r=limUandZ(f)EU. SimeZ(f)EU, wehaveqU(f)=O~rXuP~(f)=Oor 
that f’(f) = 0 or that y E Z(f)- (Note that h, is one-to-one as it is a unitary ring 
homomorphism bet-Neen skew fields.) 

1.5. Lemm. If f is continuous, Z( f - r) is &pen for all r E R, 

Roof. Clearly the continuous elements of p(R) form a strongly repular subring 
which includes R. By 1.4, each Z( f - r) is closed. Also 

X\Z(f-r)=Z(l-(f-r)(f-r)-‘). 

1.6. Lemma. P;‘or each A c X define u E A(IR) in the obvious w*a_v (that is, px u = 1 

if x E A and 0 if x q A). Then XA E R iff A is &pen, 

Proof. Let A be clopen. Since A is open, it is a union of basic open sets of the form 
Z(r) for I f R. Sime A is compact, there exist pl, Q, . ..* rn for whi(zh A = U?!(Q). 
I&t I = ‘I... In. Then u = 1 - rr. 

1.7. Lemma Let f be continuous, and let r, s f R be given Then there exists t f R 
such that 

Z(f-t)I)Z(f-?)UZ(f-S). 

1.8. Corollary. Let f be continuous, and let r 1, . . . , rn f R be given Ken there exists 
t E R SUCK that Z( f - t) contains U Z( f - ri). 

Roof of 1.3. Let f be continuous. For ali x E X there exists r E R with x E Z( f - r). 
By compactness there exist rl, .*., rn E R with x’ ‘3 UZ( f -- ri’)a By 1.8 there exists 
tERwithX=:Z(f -~).Thisimpliesf=tfR, Cl 

1.9. Remark. The limit maps {XV) can be used to define a topology on the disjoint 
union UK,. For each U E OX we deftne a U-se&on to consist of a set A E U and 
f E ll {Kx 1 x E A ). For each U-section fit makes sense to discuss qu( f) E Ku. 
Also the “range” of CI-section can be regarded as a subset of UK,. 

Given b E Kx and S c UK,, we say that b is in the closure of S if there exists 
OE flX with x = rim U and a U-section f whose range is in S and for which qu( f )= h&i). 
Then the projection lJ& +X is the sheaf constructed in [4]. The continuous sections 
X + UK, correspond to the continuous members of A(R). We soon consider the re- 
lated questions of given an “arbitrary” set of {X,} when do they define a sheaf top- 
ology‘? First we establish some notation. 
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1. IO. Notation for ultrafdters 
For any set S we let OS be t’he set of ultrafilters on S. For each A 5 S we let 

I,=(UEpSiAEU). 

The family (IA I A c S) is a clopen base for a compact Hausdorff topology on OS. 
(In fact this makes &S the Stone-tech compactification of S with the discrete 
topology.) For each s E S we let (s > E &T denote the “constant ultrafilter” con- 
sisting of all A 5 S with s t A. If II{& i s E S) is a product of fields, then /IS canon- 
ically indexes the maximal ideals (as noted before). The spec topology on &S triv- 
ially coincides with the topology generated by {IA 1 A G 3). Note that fl*S is the 
set of ultrafilters on /3S. For each a E fl*S we define Q, f PS by 

sz,= {A CS 114 EQ}. 

We note that S2, = lim 52 in the {IA )-topology on fiS. 
In the case of a compact Hausdorff space X, there is another map from 0*X to 

pX. First, for each family d E OX we define lim OB to be (lim U I U f OQ ). Then 
if Sz E ,5*X, we define Sz, E OX by 

52, = (1imsQ I sQES2). 

It can be shown that (in the topology on x) one always has lim f10 = iim S2,. 

1.11. Problem. When is a wt of maps {A,} the limit maps of a sfrongly regular ring? 
That is, let X be a compact, Hausdorff, totally disconnected space. Let T= n{& ix&K) 
be a product of a family of skew fields indexed by X. For each CJ E $X let N, be the 
corresponding maximal ideal; let KU = T/Mu, and let qu : T + Ku be the quotient 
map. We also adopt the other notation defined above (such asp, and Z(f) forfe T). 

Whenever lim U = X, suppow that a unitary ring homomorphism hu : K, + Ku is 
given. When does there exist a strongly regular ring R such that T = p(R), spec R = X 
and such that {X,) are the limit maps of R as in Theorem 1.3? 

Solution. Note that 47’) = Il {Ku I U E PX). Define two maps X,q : T -p(T) so that 
puq = Q for aU U and pvh = X,p, for all U, We define R to be the equdpr of X 
and q. By 1.3 this is the only possible salt tion. 

For each St E /3*X let Mn be the corresponding maximal ideal of p(T), and let 
Q~ : p(T) + K, be the corresponding quotient map. Recall the above definitions 
of CZ, and 52,. Then it is readily shown that Q-~(M,) = M%, so Q induces a map 
qsz : Kno -+ K, for which qraq = VJ~Q . Similarly, h-l(M,) = M, , so X induces 
a map X, : Kn, +K, for which qsLX = 3 
ditions on X. 

n9n,. We can now state tke required con- 

1.12. Theorem. With the above notation, {AU ? is the set of hit maps of R and 
spec R =: X and p(R) = T in the obvious w+v ifj’the following coherence conditions 
me satisfied: 
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(CC 1) If U = (x ), the constant ultrafilter, then XU is the obvious isomorphism. 
That is, x(Hpx = qUjg 

(CC 2) For all 52 E f12X, we have 

1. t 3. Comments. 
(a) These two conditions are suggestive of the rules of behavior for the limits of 

ultrafilters in a compact Wausdorff space. That is, the limit of a constant ultrafilter 
must be the obvious one and a “limit of limits” can be evaluated in two ways which 
must coincide. 

(b) The maps (x,) can be used to topologize UK, as a space over X The coher- 
ence conditions are what is needed to make this a sheaf of rings in the sense of 131. 

(c) 14 concise way of stating (CC 1) and (CC 2) is to simply state that & is a 
costructure map for the cotriple associated with f? See Section 2 for details. 

Roof of I.12. Let fE T. Then, by definition, fE R iff rl(f) = X(f) iff qv(f) = x,p,(f) 
for all U E ok: We proceed by a series of lemmas. 

1.8. Emma. For each A c X, let u be definttd in the obvious way (cf: 1.6). Then 
a E R iff A is &pen. 

Proof. The kind of argument used in (1.6) works. 

1.1 S. Lemma R has (XV] for the limit maps iffeach px maps R onto Xx. 

Roof. Clear!y it is necessary for each px to map R onto K,. Conversely, assume that 
each px is onto, and let M be a maximal ideal of R. Define 31 as the set of all clopen 
A g X for which h $6 M Clearly y&s closed under finite intersections, so by comb 
pactness there exists x E nlr . As X is totally disconnected, one can show that x is 
unique. It is readily seen that M is the kernel of px 1 R. AIso the spec topology on X 
coincides with the given topology since they have the same clopen sets (by 1 l 14 
and 1 A). Since px maps R onto Kx, we see that P(R) = T, and since Xdp, 1R) = (QU 1 R) 
by choice of R we see that {X,) are the limit maps. 

I. 16. Lemma. (CC 1) and (CC 2) are necessary. 

Proof. Since every element of Kx would have to be the image under px of an eIement 
of R (if R has the desired properties) one can verify (CC 1) and (CC 2) by diagram 
chasing. 

1.17. Lemma Assume (CC 1) and (CC 2). Let x E X and b E Kx be given. Then there 
exists f f T with px( f) = b and qv( f) = Au(b) for all U with lim I/ = x. 
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Proof. Let 

N,=EffTiZ(f) is a neighborhood of x} . 

Let TX= TIN,,andlets: T -+ TX be the quotient map. 7” is a strongly regular ring 
to which we shall apply Theorem i .3. We must find the maximal ideals and limit 
maps for TX. 

Clearly the maximal ideals of TX correspond to the maximai ideals of T which 
contain A$. But NX _ c Mcr iff lim W = x. Let 

L,=(UE~XIlimU=X). 

Then 

P(T,)= “(Ku I UELx]. 

For each U E L, 9 let q U : TX + Ku be the associated quotient map for which 
aus = Q~ Let $jU : P(T,) -+ Ku be the projection map. Let e : TX +p(TJ be the 
natural embedding for which pbre = p,. Let t : 47’) +flTx) be determined by 
&f =pu for all UEL,. It follows that es = TV. 

The maximal ideals of PfT,) are indexed by /3L, which can be easily identified 
with the set of s2 f /3*X for which L, E 52. For each such Q there obviously exists 
qQ : flT,) -+K, for which Qazf =qJz. It is readily verified that {Q I 1;, E 52) 
are the limit maps for TX. Therefore by I .3, in effect, we see that e is an isomorphism 
between TX and the set of all f EP(T,) for which &(f) = qn& (f) for all 
52 E 0%~ with L, E 0. 

6 

Defme ttr : Kx +P(T,) by purn = )cv for all UE L,. We claim that nr factors 
through e. It suffices to show that qnm = Q& M 
px is onto, it suffices to show that i&mp, = qa 1 

for all SZ with L, E s2. Since 
nompx. But mp, = tX (by com- 

positions with&) so 

q$pPx =qnX = $y?, l 

1 

On the other hand, 

9npn,mpx = f?nX,oP, = x,x,IP~ 

by using (CC 2). So it suffkes to show that X,q, = A& px. But L, E 31, so 
{x) = lim LX E s1, which means that Q, = W, thkefore Xl py =qn, by (CC I). 

This verifies our claim, so there exists n : Kx + TX for whkh m = en. Chose 
f E T for which s(f) = n(b). Then, as is easily shown, f is the desired element. 

~fof1.12.Assume(CCl)and(CC2).LetbEK,begiven.By~.~Sw:must 
fmd h E R with p,Ih) = 6. Let f E T be as in 1.17, so that px( f) = b and qu( f) = X&Q 
whenever x = lim W. L+et 

Q5 (UE fix 1 qU(f) f: AUp,,( f), where y = lim U) . . 
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If Q is empty, thenfE R, and we are finished. For each neighborhood N of x de- 
fine 

We claim that there exists N for which 5~ is empty. Assume the contrary. Then 
since DN n DL 2 DNnt, there exists St E f12X such that 5N E Sz for all neighbor- 
hoods IV. Clearly 

x=iim 51,=iim Sz, . 

Therefore by choice off we have 

qfi,(f) = J$-& 
0 
wt s,$f I= A, @I l 

1 

It fohows that q&f) = q&(f) (using the choice off and (CC 2)). This meaQs 

that al(f) - X(f) is in Mn, so there exists SQ E St such that for ali t’ E SQ we have 
pUq( f) = p&f). In other words, qv( f) = Aup,,( where y = lim I% This means 
that UQ is disjoint from rD hence from each 5~ , contradicting that POE f2 and 
DA@2. 

Using the verified claim, we can readily fmd a clopen neighborhood N of x such 
that whenever !V E U, then qu( f) = Qp,I f) (for y = lint $1). Leg h = mf: it is 
clear that h E R and p*(h) = 6. Cl 

2. coalgebras under products of skew ftid!J 

2.1. Notation and preliminary awnarks 
(I) A function f from the product set II (Sj I i E J’] to thy product set 

IT{? I j ~3) is said to be caordina~erf iff for each j EJ thez exists i =f’(i) 6~ I and 
a map 4 : Si -+ Tj such that Plf=fiQ The function f* : J ++ I is an index for f and is 
uniquely determined if the sets involved are fields and if f is a unitary ring homomora 
phism. The map+ are the cmrdinutes off: 

(2) We let * be th e category of products of skew fields and mwdinuted unitary 
ring homomorphisms. This category is tripleable over sets (see [S I2 and note that 
coordinated is eqtivalent to continuous in topology defined in [S])* 

(3) Let 9? bet%e category of strongly regular rings with unit. There is an obvious 
forgetful functor %-+34 and it has left adjoint P, the functor descriI_ed in the be- 
ginning of the previous section. We continue to use the notation X, Mx, K,, px, qx 

develaped in that section. The front adjunction qR : R + P(R) was previously called 
the “obvious” embed&g of R into P(K). Thti Q is defined by px qR = qx for ah 
X E x The maps called 07 and h in Theorem 1.3 would be vpca, and P(qR) respec- 
tively, in the present context. 

(4) The above adjointness generates a cotriple (f, E, 6) on 3c . If 
K=Il(K, IrEX),thenP(K)=ll{KUl UEflX},ande:P(K)+Kisdefmedso 
that P+ = JQ. The map 6 : P(K) + PqK) is defined as P(&). Notice that we are 
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gently abusing the language by letting “P” denote both a functor from 3r2 to 3c as 
well as the restriction to a functor from Cx to CK . For example qK : K + P(K) is a 
unitary ring homomorphism but is not coordinated (unless X is finite). 

2.1. Theorem. Let K = SI (Kx 1 x E X). Let X : K + P(K) be a morphism of K. Then 
A is a costructure map for a coaigebra with respect to the cotriple (P, E, 6) iff the 
coordinates of X (that is, the induced maps AU) satisfy the coherence conditions of 
Theorem 1.12. In this ease X defines a compact Hausdorff topotow on X and a 
topology on UK, makir, 7 UK, +X a sheaf: Thus the categov of sheaves of skew 
fields (te., the stalks ate skew fields) over compact Hausdorff spaces is cotri@eable 
undo %. l7te frCa subcategory of sheaves with totally disconnected base is coreflec- 
tive and is equivalent to 92. 

[Note: We call a subcategory “coreflective” if its inclusion functor has a right 
adjoint. Other authors call such a category “reflective”.] 

Roof. That the property of X being a costructure map is equivalent to the coherence 
condition of 1.12 is a matter of straightforward verification. 

If X is such a map, then the index for X, namely X8 : /3X +X is easily seen to be 
a structure map for the triple #% (One easily verifies that X*V* = (A)* and 
(p(X)] * = @(A*).) This induces a compact Hausdorff topology on X The “limit 
maps” (Au) then define a sheaf topology because of the arguments in the proof 
of 1.12. For example Lemma 1. t 7 still holds and all but the last paragraph of the 
proof of I.12 still applies. 

if X should be totally disconnected, then 1.12 says in effect that X is the coai- 
gebra arising from a strongly regular ring. If X is not totally discor?,nected, it can be 
made totally disconnected by identifying components. If A c X is a component, 
then the equaliter of h and Q “restricted” to II {A; I x f A } must be a skew field JA. 
(For J’ is certainly strongly regular and any non-trivial idempotent would give rise 
to a clopen subset of A.) It is a straightforward verification to show that IV”” can 
be given a compatible costructure map and coreflecks (K, A) into the full subcategory 
of coalgebras with totally disconnected index setr. 0 

2.3. Comments 
(9) The cotripleability of shsaaves is suggestive of the cotripleability obtained by 

van &do1 [3]. However, there the base space X was fixed. Here X can vary among 
the compact Hausdorff spaces, but the stalks must all be skew fields. We should 
point out that the morphisms between two such sheaves must be the cohomomor- 
phism from p to q turns out to be a pair (A h), where f : Y + X is continuous and 
where for each y E Y there exists h), E a unitary ring homomorphism from the field 
p-‘( f ) to the field ~-l(y), such that continuous sections over open sets are pre- 
serve d’ . (That is, given U open in X and a continuous s : U + E tith ps = 1 u_, there 
exists t : f-‘(v) -+ F defmed by t(y) = h,, sf (y). It is required that t be continuous.) 
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(2) If we apply the iterated cotriple machine of [I] to the functor P : 32 + 3c ) 
we arrive at sheaves of fields over compact Wausdorff spaces and then at the core- 
elective subcategory of sheaves with totally disconnected base, which is isomorphic 
to r)Q. Thus the machine terminates after two stages. 

3. On equatkmI completions 

Theorem 1.3 easily enables us to conclude that the category of strongly regular 
rings with unit is the equational completion of the category of products of skew fields 
and ulf unitary ring homomorphisms. (Note that this is PIO~ the category %, as maps 
are not required to be coordinated.) Clearly, commutative regular rings from the 
equational completion of the subcategory of products of fields. 

It is also eastiy shown that the equational completion of the category of products 
of skew fields and ring homomorphisms is the category of strongly regular rings 
(not necessarily with unit). This is so, roughly because every such ring is a faltered 
union of strongly regular subrings with unit. The arguments are facilitated by using 
the propositions below. in this section we use the defmitions from [S]. 

3. I. Pmpsition. Let To be u t~iplk ower (=I (= Sets), and let % be a full subcategory 
of To-algebms, closed under finite produca Let I : W + d bc the underlying set 
functor, and let T be the equational structure of 1. Assume that every TO-s&object 
of an object of 311 is aisu a T-subobject. ‘men TO isp in effect* a separating triple 
for T. That is, we cun augment clll by adjoinins all TO-subobjects and ull T&omo- 
morphisms without affecting the equational structure. 

(So using the augmented category TO would be a separating ttiple as defined in 

ploot, The proof of [5,1.3(a)! stti en8bles us to deduce that To(n) kr dense in ?ljz), so 
for Hausdorff algebras the T-homomorphisms are simply the continuous 7’O-homo- 
morphisrns. For the augmented ategory, the topology is clearly discrete, so for 
these models the T-homomorphisms are just the TO-homomorphisms. Cl 

3.2. Ropo&ioti Let 31[ be J frrll subcvtegvry of T04gebrrw, closed under all prod- 
ucts, Let T be the equcrtiio& stnoctute of 311. If every T,+ubobject of an object of 
319 is also a I’-subobject, theB dT is the Wkhoff subcategory of CrTO generated 
by%. 

‘Roof. Since 3rI is closed under the formation of all pro.%ts, it can be seen that 
the limit topology on T(n) is discrete, so all the Q-topotogies at*e dkrete. Since TO 
i9 in effect a separating triple, it follows that the T-homomorphisms coincide with 
the TCI-homomorphisms. The T-algebras are therefore a full subcategory of the TO- 
algebras and closed under subobjects and quotients in view of [ 5, 1.3(c), 1.61. Cl 



3.3. Examples 
(1 j Let 3tr be th e category of products of skew fields and unitary ring homomor- 

phisms, Let ‘7’* be the theory of strongly regular rings with unit. Then let R be a 
Z+ubobject of a model Ilk’,. ht 8 : P(R) -+ iUKi be the obvious projection. Then R 
is the image under 8 of the equalizer of q and X of 1.3. Applying 3.2 we see that TO 
is the equational structure of ?‘K. 

(2) Let %’ have the same object as above and all ri:lg homomorphisms for maps. 
Let If; be the theory of strongly regular rings (not necessarily with unit). Let T’ be 
the equational structure of WI. Then 3”’ is a subtheory of To (of the above example), 
so T’ is finitary. Also every T;)-subobject is a filtered union of TO-subobjects, so is 
a T’-subobject. Using 3.2 we can determine that Tb = T’. 

4. Free objects in the commutative case 

Using 16, Proposition 51, we know that the forgetful functor from regular com- 
mutative rings to commutative rings has a left adjoint. Thus each commu*sGc 
ring R can be thought of as “freely generating’* a regular commutative ring. In fact 
it suffices to adjoin to R a semi-inverse for each element. First let us c$bserve that 
it suffices fo consider commutative rings without non-zero nilpotents: 

4.1. Lemma. A eommututiwe r&g R can be embedded in a regular commutative ring 

iff R has no non-zem nilpatents 

Roof. ff R has no non-zero nilpotents, then R can be embedded in a product of 
integral domains, hence in a product of (quotient) fields. 13 

4.2. Proposition. Let R be a commutative ring with unit and no non-zero nilpotents. 
Let R# be the cammutative ring obtained by &joining a semi-inverse for each ele- 
ment of R. Then R is a unitary subring of R *, and R# is reguhu and is the temkt 
commutative ring freely generated by R. 

hoof. Notice that R* is generated by R U (i; I r E R) subject to the relations 
t = r2 F, P = F* t, commutativity and that the existing operations on t? still hold. 
Using 4,, 1 it is readily shown that R is a unitary subring of R#. A typical element 
x ER* can be written asx =alsl + . . . + a,$&. We must show that x has a semi-in- 
verse. For each subset S 5 (1,2, . . . . n} we let 

Bs=“(biIiE’). 

Then 5s =n&liES}.Wedef’ine 

Then ES is idempotent and ES E, = 0 for S # T. Also 2ZEs = 1 (which can be proved 
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by induction on n). Finally we define 

As=Z{aiBs,&iES}. 

Notice that if x is “evaluated” in a field and S = (i i bi # O), then by adding frac- 
tions,x-As&. It canthenbeshown thatxE~=A&Es. Lezy= CBS&Es. 
Using the above rules one can readily show that y = 2. q 
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